Miles to go for a smooth journey
After necessary approvals, alignment of Assemblies and Parliament sessions' timings to play
crucial role
The Constitution (Amendment) Bill, passed by the Rajya Sabha on Wednesday, only gives
authority to the Centre and states to frame laws on goods and services tax (GST). And that, too,
only if at least 15 of the 29 states approve the legislation and the President gives his assent.
For the government to meet its GST roll-out deadline of April 1, 2017, the states will have to
ratify the Bill before Parliament's winter session, starting November. Unless the Constitution
amendment Bill becomes law, the Centre can't frame laws on imposing tax beyond
manufacturing and states can't do so on service tax. The GST Bills would have to come up in the
winter session for GST to be introduced from the beginning of the next financial year. A more
practical deadline for the roll-out looks to be mid 2017-18.
The Constitution amendment Bill will confer powers to Parliament and the state legislatures to
make laws for levying GST. The Centre will levy and collect central goods and services tax
(CGST), and the states will levy and collect the state goods and services tax (SGST) on all
transactions within a state. The Centre's levy will be on all inter-state supply of goods and
services. There will be seamless flow of input tax credit between states. Proceeds will be
apportioned among the states. Other taxes will be subsumed in GST.
Meeting the April 1 deadline requires a favourable interplay of the schedules of the winter
sessions of Parliament and the 29 state legislatures.
Most states have completed or are in the process of completing the monsoon sessions of their
Assemblies. The amendment Bill can be taken up only in the winter session. But, the schedule
for the Parliament sessions or Assembly sessions can be changed by the respective governments.
Constitutional expert Subhash C Kashyap says the governor summons the state legislature on the
advice of the chief minister and the state Cabinet, with only one rule determining the time of an
Assembly session - "six months shall not intervene between its last sitting in one session and the
date appointed for its first sitting in the next session".
State governments keen on the tax reform can advance their winter sessions to pass the Bill. This
would enable the Centre to take up related Bills in the winter session of Parliament.
The Bharatiya Janata Party, along with its allies, rules in 13 states. The Centre can get such
states, and also the friendly governments in Telangana and Sikkim, to ratify the Constitution
amendment before the winter session.
More contentious issues will come up in the GST Bills. The Centre will table a Central GST Bill
and an Integrated GST Bill in Parliament and the states their respective GST Bills in their
Assemblies.

First of all, a GST Council has to be set up to decide on major issues. The Centre would have
one-third power and the states two-thirds. As such, the Centre can block any decision of the
states. The states can do so, too, but only if they unite. The other contentious issues include GST
rates, ring-fencing GST rates in the GST Bills, dispute resolution mechanism, administrative
powers between the Centre and states and items which may be exempted or may draw lower
GST rates.
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